
MURAL TOOLKIT
A how-to-guide to developing murals in Wellington City
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1.	INTRODUCTION

What does it take to bring together a wall, an artist, and a community to make a mural? The Mural Toolkit provides detailed information about just how to do this – from the way Council considers mural enquiries to a step-by-step guide to making a mural. Also included in the toolkit are notes on health and safety, costs for mural development, funding and evaluating a project, and appendices with templates of a project brief, a call for proposals and an example of a project agreement.


2.	SNAPSHOT:
How Wellington City Council considers mural enquiries.

Key message:
Wellington City Council supports high quality artwork that is relevant to the site and has the support of the local community.

Key questions to ask and the general process:

1	Where is the artist proposing to create the mural?

2	Who owns the wall?

3	Why do they want to create the mural? Reasons could be to:
o	minimise graffiti
o	strengthen community
o	up-skill young people
o	add colour/interest/sense of surprise
o	increase a sense of safety – lighten, brighten.

1	Have those wanting to develop a mural discussed the idea with the local community? This may involve consulting with or informing the local residents association, businesses, neighbouring residents etc.

2	If the wall is owned by the Council, the group responsible for organising the mural must submit the mural design to the Council’s Public Art Panel for approval.

3	If the wall is owned by the Council the group responsible for organising the mural must develop an agreement with the artist.

4	Submit a funding proposal, if required.


3.	A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO DEVELOPING A MURAL

There are many ways of developing murals, and many factors that shape the way they are developed, from the key objectives for developing a mural to participants, eg the surrounding community, artists and the mural site – ownership, size, and location. Outlined below are two models for mural development that Wellington City Council has used – the community development model and the artist led model. The first has an emphasis on a mural being used as a tool to gather a community together – to strengthen or to up-skill a community. In the second model the community do not actively participate in the development of the mural. These models should serve as a guide only. At the heart of both these models for mural development is the importance of the site. The design and style of the mural should reflect and complement its location. It is also important to consult with or to inform the surrounding community about the development of a mural.

1.1	Community development model
Commission an artist to work with a community to design and paint a mural that responds to the site and that reflects/represents the community.

Step 1:
Identify the mural site and get permission

This will be undertaken by the people coordinating the mural. They must seek written permission from the site owner. Be mindful that the site may be of significance to Tangata Whenua or other Māori and/or may have heritage value, in which case Council’s City Arts team can advise best practice. The District Plan identifies sites of significance to Māori, and buildings and objects that are heritage listed. You can access the District Plan from wellington.govt.nz

Step 2:
Outline key objectives for creating the mural

This will also be undertaken by the people coordinating the mural; objectives include:
1	making a space more vibrant – colourful, creative etc
2	giving it an identity
3	minimising graffiti and tagging
4	increasing a sense of safety
5	gathering a community together to create a sense of belonging to a place
6	building stronger and safer communities, tackling exclusion and promoting equality within a community
7	up-skilling creative people – they learn from an experienced/professional artist about the process for mural development from permission to design, approval and painting techniques.

Step 3:
Identify appropriate artist to work with a community

For example, the artist will be an experienced artist and facilitator. They will understand what it means to work with a particular community to develop a mural and they will identify with the objectives for creating the mural.

Step 4:
Consult the neighbours

Make sure that anyone who will be impacted by the mural – like neighbouring residents and businesses – are aware of the plans.

Step 5:
Mural team meets to discuss process and sign agreement

The mural coordinator should meet with the site owner, artist and community and discuss the following: key mural objectives, budget, action plan/time frame, health and safety, traffic management plan. They should sign a letter of agreement securing the process and the artist’s role in the project (see appendix for the agreement template).

Step 6:
Workshops

The mural coordinator hosts a series of workshops lead by the artist and attended by the community. Workshops usually involve brainstorming ideas for the mural – design, colour, health and safety and painting logistics. The Council’s City Arts team can provide advice about running a workshop.

Step 7:
Presentation of mural design for approval

The mural team (coordinator, artist(s) and members from the community involved in the design process) present the near final design to the site owner and key stakeholders for approval. If the wall is owned by the Council, the Council’s Public Art Panel must approve the design. Note that the Council allow for a small change in the mural design from presentation for approval to painting on site, as scale, weather/environmental factors and skill level of participants may alter the original design.

Step 8:
Traffic Management Plan (TMP)

The mural coordinator should organise a TMP to ensure that people painting the mural and passers-by are safe. This may involve cordoning off a footpath or car parks, or a road/lane closure, and providing signage and public notices about the activity. See page 8 for more information.

Step 9:
Site preparation

The mural site should be properly prepared. This may involve cleaning, eg water blasting to remove dirt and debris, and repairing any cracks or irregularities in the surface. Undercoating can then take place to seal the surface. This work can be undertaken by the mural team including the community.

Step 10:
Mural painting

The artist facilitates mural painting - acting as lead and providing support and guidance to the community. Once the mural site has been prepared painting can begin. Styles and techniques vary and include the use of stencils or tape to refine an image or design. When painting is complete the mural surface should be protected with a sealant, eg graffiti guard. This protects the mural from sun damage and enables easy cleaning if it is tagged (with water and a cloth, not detergent and a brush as this will compromise the guard). The mural coordinator should manage the site to ensure that all participants are safe and secure – following health and safety protocol, and are engaged in the painting process.

To ensure a high standard of painting, it’s important that the participants know what role they are playing in mural development. An example of how this has been done in the past includes the lead artist outlining the mural before participants paint. However, there are many ways this can be done and it depends on the objectives of the mural and painting style and technique.

Step 11:
Documentation

The mural coordinator should document the development of the mural, either by video or photography, as a record of the process.

Step 12:
Celebration

Organise an opening and invite the community and media to celebrate its completion. It is important for those involved in the development of the mural and for those who are most impacted by it to celebrate its completion. It provides a chance to say thank you and acknowledge the achievement of all involved.

Step 13:
Evaluation
Evaluate the success of the project by measuring it against the key objectives, noting project strengths and challenges, and collating anecdotal evidence about the project – what participants thought and what bystanders said, and generally how the local community receive the mural.


1.2	ARTIST LED MODEL
Commission an artist to design and paint a mural that responds to the site.

Step 1:
Identify the mural site

Either an artist or the people coordinating the mural will identify a site for a mural and seek written permission from the site owner. Be mindful that the site may be of significance to Tangata Whenua or other Māori and/or may have heritage value, in which case Council’s City Arts team can advise best practice. The District Plan identifies sites of significance to Māori and buildings and objects, eg walls that are heritage listed. You can also access the District Plan from wellington.govt.nz

Step 2:
Outline key objectives for creating the mural

This will also be undertaken by thepeople coordinating the mural; objectives could include:
1	making a space more vibrant – colourful, creative etc
2	giving it an identity
3	minimising graffiti and tagging
4	increasing a sense of safety

Step 3:
Identify the artist (if an artist is not proposing the mural)

Step 4:
Consult the community about the project

Make sure that anyone who will be impacted by the mural, like neighbouring residents and businesses, are aware of the plans.

Step 5:
Mural team to meet and discuss process 

The mural coordinator should meet with the site owner and artist and discuss key mural objectives including budget, action plan/time frame, health and safety, and traffic management. They should sign a letter of agreement securing the process and the artist’s role in the project. (See Appendix for agreement template).

Step 6:
Presentation of mural design for approval

The mural team (mural coordinator, artist) present the near final design to the site owner and key stakeholders for approval. If the wall is owned by the Council, the Public Art Panel must also approve the design. Note, the Council allow a small change in the mural design from presentation for approval to painting on site as scale and weather/environmental factors may alter the original design.

Step 7:
Traffic Management Plan (TMP)

The mural coordinator/artist should organise a TMP to ensure that people painting the mural and passers-by are safe. This may involve cordoning off a footpath or car parks or a road/lane closure and providing signage and public notices about the activity. See page 8 for more information.

Step 8:
Site preparation

The mural site should be properly prepared. This may involve cleaning, eg water blasting to remove dirt and debris, and repairing any cracks or irregularities in the surface. Undercoating can then take place to seal the surface.

Step 9:
Mural painting

Artist begins painting, adhering to health and safety protocol. See page 8 for more information.

Step 10:
Documentation

The mural coordinator or the artist should document the development of the mural, either by video or photography, as a record of the process.

Step 11:
Celebration

Organise an opening and invite the community and media to help celebrate its completion.

Step 13:
Evaluation

Evaluate the success of the project by measuring it against the key objectives, noting project strengths and challenges and collating anecdotal evidence about the project – what participants thought, what bystanders said, and generally how the local community receive the mural.


4.	HEALTH AND SAFETY PROTOCOL

Health and safety must be considered when developing a mural. A risk management system that identifies risks and a system for managing them can be implemented, eg paint spilling: drop sheets in place.

General rules:
1	if working above 3 metres a scaffolding system or a cherry picker/scissor lift is required
2	if using a ladder (working up to 3m) someone must support the ladder
3	a Traffic Management Plan may be required. For example, if pedestrians are forced onto the road when passing the site (refer to 4.1)
4	the mural site must be cordoned off with cones and telescopic arms until the paint is dry
5	mural artists should wear high visibility vests when possible
6	drop sheets and rubbish bins should be in place to ensure the site is kept tidy
7	access to running water, storage and bathroom facilities should be considered.


4.1. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN
A Traffic Management Plan may be required to direct traffic and/or pedestrians away from the mural site and ensure both painters and pedestrians are safe from oncoming vehicles.

The following companies in the Wellington region prepare Traffic Management Plans and submit them to the Council for approval:
1	TW1 Ltd, Porirua
2	ATMS , Wellington
3	EM Services, Upper Hutt


4.2 PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE
Public liability insurance is a type of insurance that covers the artist for any unintended personal injury or property damage they may cause. Experienced mural artists should carry a small amount of public liability insurance.


5.	MURAL BUDGET

Funding may cover:
1	project coordinator fee
2	consultation/meeting/workshop costs – venue hire, catering, etc
3	site preparation – cleaning/waterblasting and undercoating
4	paint – including graffiti guard
5	other materials – eg brushes, drop sheets, masks (if using aerosol paint, oil based paint, and/or graffiti guard), tape etc
6	artist's fee - this amount can be negotiated with the artist and will depend on the size and scope of the project. The Council’s City Arts team can provide advice on appropriate fees
7	artist's travel expenses – parking and petrol
8	promotion
9	mural opening – venue, catering
10	signage, eg a plaque
11	documentation – photography and/or film of the work in progress and of the completed work
12	project evaluation.


6.	GRANT FUNDING

You may be eligible to apply for a Council grant for a mural project, like a Creative Communities grant or for a grant from the General Pool, under Cultural. Refer to the Council’s website for more information or go to the following links:
1	Creative Communities Scheme – http://wellington.govt.nz/services/community-and-culture/funding/council-funding/creative-communities 
2	General Grants – http://wellington.govt.nz/services/community-and-culture/funding/council-funding/general-grants 

The Council’s City Arts team can provide advice on these grants and assistance with completing the application forms. The Funding Information Service website, Fundview, is a great online resource that provides information about funding providers across New Zealand – fis.org.nz.


7.	EVALUATION

Council recommends evaluating art projects as a way to better understand the benefits of community arts practice, and to provide evidence of what works and what doesn’t work, so that processes and outcomes can be improved. Below is a checklist with examples of questions you may consider when evaluating your project:



Inputs

What are your resources?
For example:
·1	project funding
·2	artists 
·3	community Groups
·4	Wellington City Council

What are the potential constraints?
For example:
·1	lack of funding
·2	limited timeframe
·3	unwilling neighbours 

Activities

What will be done with the resources?
For example: 
·1	consult community
·2	workshop series
·3	design mural
·4	purchase materials
·5	paint mural
·6	documentation
·7	celebration



Outputs

How can we know the project was completed successfully?
For example:
·1	people take part in the mural design and painting
·2	an engaging mural is produced 

How will we know?
·1	evaluation project log
·2	data from qualitative interviews
·3	video and photographic documentation

Outcomes

What changes occur as a result of the project?
For example:
·1	local community is strengthened
·2	increased sense of belonging to an area
·3	graffiti management
·4	the project aligns with the Council’s vision for Wellington

How will we know?
For example:
·4	data from qualitative interviews
·5	data from final survey




















8.	FURTHER INFORMATION

Here’s some links to local and international mural projects and programmes that have inspired and influenced the Council’s City Arts team, and
that you too might find interesting:
1	City of Philadelphia Mural Art Programme: www.muralarts.org
2	Murals in the City of Adelaide – guide: www.adelaidecitycouncil.com
3	City of Sydney’s Streetware programme: www.cityartsydney.com.au
4	Forecast Public Art: www.forecastpublicart.org
5	Public Art online: www.publicartonline.org.uk
6	SCAPE public art: www.scapebiennial.org.nz

Or please contact the Council’s City Arts team Ngā Mahi Toi o Pōneke at:

Wellington City Council
email: arts@wcc.govt.nz
phone: (04) 499 4444





APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: TEMPLATE – PROJECT BRIEF

This document provides an overview for organising a mural project and is a good way to get a project team together to scope out a project.

Project title

Introduction
What you want to do (just one sentence). For example: Name/organisation want to commission an artist(s) to paint a mural that responds to the surrounding environment, minimises tagging and engages a young audience.

Site description
Address:
Size of site: length, height, width
Photo of site

Brief
Include detail about:
1	what sort of mural you want (consider painting style)
2	why you’ve chosen this location (key objectives)
3	how you will do it – eg you will call for proposals from artists, the selected artist will draft a design for approval by key stakeholders, then painting will begin.

Aims of the mural
For example: To create a high quality mural that responds to the surrounding environment, engages a young audience and minimises tagging and graffiti.

Timeframe
Start/finish dates

Budget
Total project budget ___________
To cover, eg:
1	artist’s fee
2	material costs (paint, brushes, rollers etc)
3	scaffolding (required if artist has to work above 3 metres)
4	traffic management plan
5	health and safety – ladder, traffic cones, telescopic arms, high visibility vests, face masks, drop sheets etc.

Contact
For example, Project Coordinator:
Name
Phone
Email


APPENDIX 2: TEMPLATE – ARTIST’S BRIEF/ CALL FOR PROPOSALS

This document has more detail than the Project Brief and is aimed at artists – inviting them to submit a proposal to participate in a project.

Project title

Introduction
For example: Name/organisation is calling for proposals from experienced Wellington artists to design and paint a mural on ____________________________

Site description
For example: The mural is located at _________________________
It is owned by ____________________________________________
Include:
1	site measurements
2	photos of the site

Project brief
Include background to the project – how the mural project came about.
And the following information:
1	what sort of mural you want – style, theme, colours etc
2	why you want a mural in this location (key objectives)
3	outline the process for developing the mural, eg: the selected artist will:
o	attend a meeting with the local community (businesses/residents etc) to discuss the mural and brainstorm ideas for the mural’s design
o	draft a contemporary, high quality mural design that reflects the local environment and represents both the ideas of the community and the key objectives for the project
4	present the design to key stakeholders – eg the community, site owner, the
Council etc for approval before painting begins.

Submission of Proposals
If you are interested in this mural project please submit the following information to the project coordinator either by email or post (details below) by DATE /TIME:
1	current CV or artist’s biography
2	up to five images of previous work (ideally mural work, but not essential)
3	an indicative sketch and brief paragraph about what you intend to do and
why you’re interested in this project, bearing in mind the local community may inform your final design.

Timeframe (approximate)
Insert relevant project dates.

Budget
For example: Total project budget ___________
To cover:
1	artist’s fee
2	material costs (paint, brushes, rollers etc)
3	scaffolding (required if artist has to work above 3 metres)
4	traffic management plan
5	health and safety costs – ladder, drop sheets, traffic cones, face masks etc

Contact
Project Coordinator:
Name
Email
Phone


APPENDIX 3: TEMPLATE – WELLINGTON CITY COUNCIL MURAL MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This document is an example of a WCC Memo of Understanding and is adapted for use when the Council is overseeing a mural project on Council property. This should serve as an example of a project agreement only.

1. Parties to the Agreement
1.1 Wellington City Council:

1.2 Organisation/Business/Individual:

1.3 Artist(s):

2. Background
2.1 The Council gives approval for a mural to be installed on _________as described below, subject to the conditions and requirements contained within this agreement.

2.2 Description of the mural:

3. Term of Agreement
3.1 The term of this Agreement is for ____ years (up to five years)
Start date:
End date:

4. Conditions of the Agreement
4.1 The nominated representatives for matters relating to the performance of this Agreement shall be the persons holding the following appointments:
1	Wellington City Council: NAME/CONTACTS
2	The organisation/business/individual: NAME/CONTACTS

1	The artist(s): NAME/CONTACTS

4.2 The mural coordinator will work with representatives of the City Arts team throughout the course of the project. City Arts role will be to inform and guide the process to achieve the best outcome for the mural project.

4.3 The mural coordinator will: 
2	Obtain all necessary permission and permits from the owner of the asset on which mural is to be located.
3	Consult with the local residents likely to be impacted on by the mural project. The coordinator will take all reasonable steps to act on, or incorporate, feedback from the local community into the project.
4	Where appropriate, involve people from the local community in the concept for, design of and installation of the mural.
5	Research the history of the site where the mural is to be installed and take that into account in designing the mural.
6	Submit the near final design to the City Arts team for their approval.
7	Develop and implement a health and safety plan for the installation of the mural.
8	Seek advice from City Arts about developing a traffic management plan.

4.4 City Arts will have the right to request that work cease on the mural project or request its removal at any stage should the following occur:
1	the mural is deemed to be offensive
2	the mural is deemed to differ significantly from the concept agreed to earlier in the project
3	the mural is deemed to damage or impact significantly on the functionality of the site it is painted on
4	it is deemed that any procedures agreed to have not been followed
5	it is deemed that due care has not been taken during the development of the mural.

4.5 The Council undertakes to provide the following:
1	advice on the process to be followed in undertaking the project
2	advice and contact people to help with consulting the local community
3	advice on health and safety issues
4	advice on traffic management
5	information stored on an asset database about the artists involved, design and paints (or other materials) used to create the mural.

5. Maintenance of the mural
5.1 The organisation and artist agree that the mural is a temporary public artwork. It will be subject to the environment it is placed in. As a result the work may deteriorate due to the weather, vandalism, accidental damage and other such impacts.
5.2 If it is deemed that the mural is in need of repair or restoration, all parties will work together to undertake this work.

5.3 If the mural cannot be satisfactorily repaired or restored, the Council may remove the mural.

5.4 The organisation and artist understands that the asset where the mural is located may be upgraded, or repaired. The Council reserves the right to undertake such work regardless of its impact on the mural.

5.5 At the end of the term of this Agreement, the Council may either:
1	renew or extend this Agreement with both parties, or
2	remove or paint over the mural.

5.6 The following criteria will be used to decide on which action to take under 5.5:
1	the condition of the mural
2	the likely cost to maintain the mural during the period of the subsequent agreement
3	the current and continuing relevance of the mural
4	the views of stakeholders especially local residents.

6. Notices
6.1 Parties shall give notices to each other by delivering them to the following persons at the following addresses:
(a) Notices to Wellington City Council: NAME/ADDRESS
(b) Notices to organisation/business/individual: NAME/ADDRESS
(c) Notices to the artist(s): NAME/ADDRESS


Executed as an Agreement: DATE 

Wellington City Council:
Signed: ______________________________________________________________
Name: ______________________________________________________________

Organisation/business/individual:
Signed: ______________________________________________________________
Name: _______________________________________________________________

Artist:
Signed: ______________________________________________________________
Name: ______________________________________________________________

